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Introduction

Bluff Erosion

Study Sites

Below is a normalized range image (top) for a section
of bluff (middle) projected from a CBL scan on
Lovell’s Island, Massachusetts.

• Coastal systems are geochemical transfer zones (sinks to
terrestrial and sources to marine systems), and the frontline of
global climate change.

The grayscale color ramp indicates distance from an
imaginary fixed plane.

Penobscot River

• Terrestrial Laser Scanners (TLS) using Light Detection And
Ranging (LiDAR) can provide structural information at a
previously unachieved temporal and spatial scale, allowing
characterization of coastal ecosystem value and vulnerability.

This bluff section was subjected to an erosion
simulation (mid-intensity, North-West storm event).
The overlaid heat map (bottom) shows the erosion
pattern in distance change relative to the fixed plane.
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Ongoing research sites for UMass Boston lab;
potential sites for future CBL studies

Stereoscopic 3D image of a point cloud, derived from a CBL scan of an eroding bluff on Nantucket Island. CBL
operator and vegetation on top of the bluff are visible in the scan. UMass Boston field station structures are
proximate to this erosion zone.

• Many established and potential field sites in
Massachusetts (above)

From left to right: Scanning a bluff with “Bruno” CBL on Nantucket. High wind did not seem to affect data acquisition; taking bearings to
fixed objects for triangulation of scanning point location. This is essential for accurate erosion modelling from multiple scans over time;
Rapidly-eroding Bluff on Nantucket Island scanned at multiple points.

• Field sites proximate to UMass Boston (below) and
UMass Boston field station on Nantucket Island
(above); facilitates repeat measurements and
response to episodic events
• Ongoing biogeochemical studies and modelling in lab
and school provide potential future sites (above)
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A view of a saltmarsh section from above (Left) reveals the fine-scale vegetation perimeter information that can be derived from CBL
point clouds. Blue indicates regions of possible occlusion, overcome by interpolation or combination of multiple scans. A perpendicular
view of a saltmarsh section (Right) shows the detailed vegetation biomass and surface-area information available.
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CBL Instrument
•

905nm wavelength SICK laser,
0.25o scanning resolution
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Discussion and Future Work
• Ultra-portable LiDAR such the CBL can be used to achieve the fine
temporal scale, and response to episodic events such as storms,
which are vital to monitoring coastal environments.

• Light, portable and eye-safe
• Fast-scanning (33 seconds per scan)
Stereoscopic 3D image of a point cloud, derived from a CBL scan of a saltmarsh on Nantucket
Island. Water does not provide any return information to the LiDAR.

From left to right: Field team deploys the CBL in a saltmarsh next to the UMass Boston field station on Nantucket Island. The topmost
body of water is sea in an embayment; Ian Paynter and Edward Saenz deploy the CBL to capture vegetation perimeter and biomass
information; Nantucket saltmarsh demonstrating structural convolution of saltmarsh environments.

• Time-of-flight and intensity of first
and last return recorded
• Conceived by Katholieke
Universiteit Leuven, refined by the
Rochester Institute of Technology
(RIT), and further refined by
UMass Boston
• Instrument control and data
ingest by MacBook Air

• CBL can spatially and temporally augment Airborne LiDAR and
hyperspectral data, and high resolution Terrestrial LiDAR and
satellite imagery.
• Structural information can provide characterization of ecosystems
to improve modeling, monitoring and management.
• Accurate characterization will allow quantification of coastal
ecosystem services.
• Planned improvements in the automation of geo- and co-location
of scans; the portability and ease of operation of hardware; and
the derivation of products via processing software will further
increase the value of CBL TLS in coastal environments.

